
dbk libs
Welcome to the start of 2021,  the second year of __________________. Even though we can’t predict 

the future, we can get a feel for the wacky stu� that lies ahead. Possibilities include:

The __________________ will print a minimum of four pieces in the summer about __________________’s 

__________________ choices. The CEO of My Pillow will __________________ a __________________ in the 

headquarters of __________________, before __________________ with the Declaration of Independence. 

Ghosts will __________________  in the __________________ and enact revenge for __________________ by 

__________________ __________________.  Dr. Fauci will enter a national __________________ eating 

competition and __________________, thus kick-starting his supervillain origin story. The Dow Jones 

Industrial Average will __________________ by __________________, and the banks will 

__________________ all over the place. __________________ will run for o�ce. President Joe Biden will 

pioneer __________________ diplomacy with __________________. The earth will __________________ and 

__________________ will erupt from its gooey center and onto the streets of __________________.  

Followers of __________________ will __________________ on __________________.  You will get into 

__________________.  Your friends will slowly distance themselves from you because of your smelly 

__________________. After you are vaccinated, you will do the __________________ in __________________ 

and be the life of the dance floor.  There will eventually be __________________ phases of vaccine rollout.  

__________________ will finally have his bar mitzvah.  A new mutation of __________________ will cause 

widespread __________________. Twitter will __________________.  I might have __________________. 

(your preferred hell metaphor)

(well-known newspaper outlet) (female politician)

(item of clothing)

(company name) (verb ending in -ing)

(verb ending in -ing) (prominent lawmaker) (type of food)

(lose/win)

(increase/decrease)

(verb) (Instagram influencer)

(noun)

(mythical creature plural)

(conspiracy theory)

(obscure philosophical theory)

(body part) (dance move)

(number)

(Male celebrity) (vegetable)

(disease common among sailors) (explosive verb) (ADD/ADHD)

(prominent club)

(verb) (holy site)

(well-known city)

(country in the Middle East) (violent verb)

(large numerical amount)

(verb) (prominent house of government) (historical miscarriage of justice)

(verb) (noun)


